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Abstract: Message logging is a transparent solution to provide fault toler-
ance for message passing applications. O2P is an extremely optimistic mes-
sage logging protocol that is proved to tolerate multiple failures. Extremely
optimistic message logging aims at combining the advantages of optimistic
and pessimistic message logging to be well-suited for large scale applications
while minimizing the overhead on failure free execution. In this paper, we
present the O2P protocol and prove that it can handle concurrent failures.
Key-words: Fault Tolerance, Message logging, Message Passing Applica-
tions
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O2P: un protocole a` enregistrement de
messages extreˆmement optimiste
Re´sume´ : Les protocoles a` enregistrement de messages sont une solu-
tion transparente pour fournir de la tole´rance aux fautes aux applications
a` e´change de messages. O2P est un protocole a` enregistrement de messages
extreˆmement optimiste qui peut tole´rer de multiples fautes concurrentes.
L’objectif de l’enregistrement de message extreˆmement optimiste est de com-
biner les avantages des protocoles optimistes et pessimistes pour eˆtre adapte´
aux applications de grande e´chelle tout en limitant le surcouˆt induit par le
protocole en fonctionnement normal. Dans cet article nous pre´sentons O2P
et prouvons qu’il peut tole´rer plusieurs fautes simultane´es
Mots-cle´s : Tole´rance aux fautes, Enregistrement de messages, Applica-
tions a` E´changes de Messages
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1 Introduction
Dealing with failures is one of the key issues in High Performance Computing
(HPC) since the size the computing infrastructure is continuously growing.
Increasing the number of computing nodes implied in an execution makes the
Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) decrease. Fault tolerance mechanisms
are needed to enable long running applications to terminate despite failures.
Message passing is a programming paradigm widely used in HPC. Rollback-
recovery [5] techniques are well known techniques to provide transparent fault
tolerance mechanisms for message passing applications. Coordinated check-
pointing is the solution which is mainly used. The first drawback of this
technique is that the failure of one process implies a rollback all the ap-
plication processes. Furthermore, coordinating the checkpoints may induce
expensive concurrent accesses to stable storage. Message logging protocols
have the advantage over coordinated checkpointing protocols to minimize the
impact of a failure since they do not require every process to rollback in case
of one failure. Furthermore they can be combined with uncoordinated check-
pointing without the risk of domino effect. Solutions based on pessimistic
message logging protocols log information synchronously on stable storage
and thus induce an overhead on failure free execution.
In this paper we present O2P, an extremely optimistic message logging
protocol tolerating multiple concurrent failures. Since it’s an optimistic pro-
tocol, it induces no overhead on failure free execution. Furthermore, the ex-
tremely optimistic assumption used to log messages makes it scalable. Since
O2P is a sender-based message logging protocol, it minimizes the amount of
data stored in stable storage.
The paper is organized as follows. We explain the concept of extremely
optimistic message logging in Section 2. We describe O2P in Section 3. In
Section 4, we present and prove the recovery protocol. Additional remarks
about O2P are given in Section 5. Related work is described in Section 6.
Finally, we draw conclusion from this paper in Section 7.
2 Extremely Optimistic Message Logging Prin-
ciples
In this section we first define the main concepts of message logging. Then
we explain the extremely optimistic message logging principles.
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2.1 Message Logging Basic Principles
Message logging protocols assume that process execution is piecewise deter-
ministic [12], i.e. the execution of a process is a sequence of deterministic
intervals started by a non-deterministic event, a message receipt. This means
that starting from the same initial state and delivering the same sequence of
messages, two processes inevitably reach the same state.
Determinants [1] describe messages. A determinant is composed of the
message data and a tag. To identify messages, each process numbers the
messages it sends with a sender sequence number (ssn) and the messages
it receives with a receiver sequence number (rsn). The tag of a message is
composed of the sender id, the ssn, the receiver id and the rsn. Message
logging protocols save determinants into stable storage to be able to replay
the sequence of messages received by a process in the event of failures.
The deterministic intervals composing the process execution are called
state intervals. A state interval is identified by an index corresponding to
the receive sequence number of the message starting the interval. Exchanges
of messages create causal dependencies between the state intervals of the
application processes. The state intervals are partially ordered by the Lam-
port’s happen-before relation [8].
The determinant of a message is saved by the receiver into stable storage.
A determinant is said stable when it is logged into stable storage.
Definition 1 A state interval of a process is stable when all determinants
of messages delivered by that process before this state interval are stable.
Definition 2 The maximum recoverable state interval of a failed process is
the state interval it can reach by replaying the messages logged on stable
storage before the failure.
In case of failure, a message logging protocol has to restore the application
in a consistent global state.
Definition 3 In a consistent global state, if the state of a process reflects a
message receipt, then the state of the corresponding sender process reflects
the sending of that message [3].
In pessimistic message logging, determinants are logged synchronously
into stable storage. The sending of the next message is delayed until the
determinant of the previous received message is saved into stable storage.
Considering Property 1, the overhead induced by pessimistic protocols would
be low. The advantage of this solution is that nothing need to be piggybacked
on the messages.
INRIA
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Property 1 The optimistic assumption made in pessimistic message logging
is that logging a determinant is fast enough so that the probability of having
saved it before the next message sending is high.
Determinants are logged asynchronously into stable storage in optimistic
message logging protocols. A process can send a message without waiting
for determinants corresponding to previous message deliveries to be logged
in stable storage. Thus the overhead induced by the protocol on failure free
execution is negligible. In the event of a failure, determinants may be lost.
In this case some of the messages delivered by a failed process before the
failure can not be replayed. The maximum recoverable state interval of the
process is not the state interval reached just before the failure. If a non failed
process depends on one of the lost state intervals, it becomes orphan.
Definition 4 An orphan process is a non-failed process whose state reflects
the receipt of a message that has not been sent.
In fact, the message has been sent before a failure but the sending state
interval of the message can’t be restored after the failure. The orphan process
depends on a lost state interval. By extension, we call orphan state interval,
a state interval which depends on a lost state interval and we call orphan
message, a message sent from a lost state interval.
After a failure, an optimistic message logging protocol has to restore the
application in a consistent global state, i.e. a state without orphan processes.
In the example depicted in Figure 1, the logged messages are surrounded.
Process p1 fails before logging m3. So the maximum recoverable state of p1
is si1. Processes p0 and p1 become orphan since their current state interval
causally depend on the state interval si2 of process p1. The application must
be rolled-back to the consistent global state represented by the dash line in
the figure. Considering Property 2, the risk of orphan process creation with
an optimistic message logging protocol is low.
Property 2 The optimistic assumption made in optimistic message logging
is that logging a determinant is fast enough so that the risk of experiencing
a failure of the receiver between message delivery and the log of the corre-
sponding determinant is small.
For the need of the recovery protocol, optimistic protocols piggyback
information on each message to trace dependencies between state intervals.
Optimistic protocols that tolerate concurrent failures piggyback dependency
vectors of size n, n being the number of processes in the application, on each
message. This kind of solution is not well-suited for large scale applications.
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m0
m4
m5
m1
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si0 si1 si2
si0 si1 si2
si2si1si0
p1
p0
p2
time
Figure 1: Example of a rollback induced by a failure
2.2 Extremely Optimistic Message Logging
The extremely optimistic assumption is a combination of Properties 1 and 2.
O2P is an optimistic message logging protocol. It is based on the optimistic
assumption of optimistic protocols (Property 2). Thus it induces no overhead
on failure free execution.
But O2P is also based on the optimistic assumption of the pessimistic
protocols (Property 1). O2P assumes that most of the time the current state
interval of the sender is stable when it is sending a message. Thus O2P
doesn’t need to piggyback vectors of size n to trace dependencies between
processes. It enables O2P to be well-suited for large scale applications. More
details about dependency tracing in O2P are given in Section 3.2.
3 O2P Principles
3.1 System Model
We consider a distributed application composed of n processes communicat-
ing only through messages. Communication channels are FIFO and reliable
but there is no bound on message transmission delay. A process receives
messages from the network and then delivers it to the application. Each
process has access to stable storage. Data saved in volatile memory is lost in
a process crash and only the data saved on stable storage remains accessible.
We assume a fail-stop failure model for processes. In this paper we only
consider multiple concurrent failures and we assume that no failure occurs
before the end of the recovery protocol.
INRIA
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3.2 Tracing Dependencies Between Processes
To be able to rollback orphan processes, O2P needs to trace dependencies
between processes during failure free execution. Thanks to the extremely
optimistic assumption, we can use a dependency list instead of a dependency
vector. Each process lists the determinant of the messages it depends on.
When a process delivers a message, it adds the determinant to its dependency
list and it removes it when the determinant is saved on stable storage, i.e.
when it receives the acknowledgment from stable storage. When sending a
message, the sender piggybacks its dependency list on the message and the
receiver adds this list to its own dependency list when it delivers the message.
If a message becomes orphan then all the processes having the determinant
of this message in their dependency list are orphan processes. The failure
free protocol is briefly described in Figure 2.
Sending a message msg by process pi to process pj
Piggyback Unlogi on msg // Unlogi is the dependency list of process pi
Send msg to pj
Save msg in volatile memory
Delivering a message (msg,Unlogmsg)
Get (msg,Unlogmsg) from the incoming queue
sii ← sii + 1 // Changing of state interval
Deliver msg to the application
Add detmsg to Unlogi // detmsg is the determinant of msg
Update Unlogi with Unlogmsg
Send detmsg to stable storage
Upon reception Ack(detmsg) on process pi
Remove detmsg from Unlogi
Figure 2: The failure free protocol
In Figure 3, we show the protocol working on two scenarii. In Figure 3(a),
the extremely optimistic assumption is valid. The dependency list of process
p2 is empty when message m2 is sent. So there is nothing to piggyback on
the message. In this case the protocol induces no overhead on failure free
execution. In Figure 3(b), the assumption is not valid. The determinant det1
of the message m1 is piggybacked on message m2. When process p2 receives
the acknowledgment of the logging of det1, it forwards this acknowledgment
to p3 so that it can also remove det1 from its dependency list. Thus size of
dependency lists is kept minimal.
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Stable Storage Stable Storage
ack1
p1
p2
p3
m1
[det1] [−]
[det2]
p1
p2
p3
m1
[det1] [−]
[det2][det1,det2]
det1 det1 ack1ack1
m2[det1]m2
(b)(a)
Figure 3: Two scenarii of execution
3.3 Sender-Based Message Logging
In sender-based message logging [6], determinants are saved in the sender
volatile memory. Only one fault is tolerated because if the sender and receiver
of a message both fail, all the information about this message is lost.
Sender-based message logging has been adapted to tolerate multiple fail-
ures in a pessimistic message logging protocol [2]. We use this solution for
our optimistic protocol. The message data is saved in the sender volatile
memory. If the receiver fails the message data is available in the sender
memory for replay. If the sender fails, it will have to restart its execution
and will re-create the message during recovery. So the determinant saved
into stable storage only contains the message tag. Since the determinant size
is minimal, we reduce the traffic on the network and increase the probability
that the determinant is saved before the next message sending. Furthermore
we save space on stable storage, while being able to tolerate n faults.
4 The Recovery Protocol
After a failure the application must rollback to a consistent global state. In
the event of a single failure, finding a consistent global state is easy since every
process has its dependency list and thus can detect if it has become orphan.
When experiencing concurrent failures, it is more difficult, as illustrated in
Figure 4. The problem is that the failed processes loose their dependency list,
i.e. the knowledge of their causal dependencies. In this example, processes p2,
p3 and p4 fail while only messages m1 and m2 are stable. So the determinant
of m0 is lost in the failure. According to the information logged on stable
storage, process p2 can restore its state interval si1. But message m2 causally
depends on m0 and thus is orphan. State interval si0 of process p2 is its
INRIA
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maximum commitable state interval. Process p2 must be restored in this
state interval.
Definition 5 A commitable state interval is a stable state interval that only
depends on stable state intervals.
p3
p2
p1
p4
si0
si0m0 m2 si1
si1si0
m1
si0 si1
Figure 4: Concurrent failures
In this section, we prove through the presentation of the recovery protocol
the following theorem:
Theorem 1 After a failure, O2P restores the application in its maximum
consistent global state.
4.1 Data structures
To describe the recovery protocol, we need some variables and data struc-
tures. To be able to find the orphan state intervals, we associate with each
determinant in a dependency list, Unlogi[det].si which is the index of the
first state interval of process pi depending on det. To compute the consistent
global state, we use two n-vectors named newCGSi and oldCGSi.
4.2 Restarting a failed process
Get Logi from Stable Storage // Logi is the list of determinants logged by process pi
Broadcast message RESTART (pi, ‖Logi‖)
newCGSi[pi]← ‖Logi‖
Figure 5: Restarting a failed process pi
On restart after a failure, a process first needs to get back from stable
storage the list of determinants it has logged before the failure. Then it
informs the other processes of its restart and gives its maximum recoverable
state interval. These actions are summarized in Figure 5.
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4.3 Orphan Process Detection
Upon reception of RESTART (pj , sij) do
FPi ← FPi ∪ pj // FPi is the list of failed processes
if find maximum commitable state() is not already running then
max commi ← sii // new maximum commitable state interval
find maximum commitable state()
Let Detorphan be the set of det ∈ Unlogi such that (det.dest = pj ∧ det.rsn > sij)
Let simin be the min of Unlogi[det].si for all det ∈ Detorphan
max commi ← simin − 1
Remove Detorphan from Unlogi
On call to find maximum commitable state()
Wait until Unlogi = ∅
if max commi < sii then
Rollback pi to max commi
Send COMMIT (pi, max commi) to every pj ∈ FPi
Figure 6: Looking for orphan state intervals
When a non-failed process receives a failure notification, it has to check
if it is orphan as described in Figure 6. If it is orphan, it has then to rollback
to its maximum commitable state. Upon reception of the first RESTART mes-
sage, a non-failed process starts a stabilization phase described in function
find maximum commitable state(). During this phase, it stops delivering
messages. If its current state interval is not commitable, it may have become
orphan. That’s why delivering new messages and creating new state intervals
that may need to be rolled-back later is useless.
Lemme 1 Every orphan process will eventually rollback.
Proof An orphan process is a non-failed process. So an orphan process has
its dependency list. As channels are reliable, every non-failed process will
eventually deliver the RESTART message sent by the failed processes. When a
process delivers this message, it looks for orphan determinants in its depen-
dency list. The dependency list has a complete list of causal dependencies of
the process. So all orphan processes are detected.
Lemme 2 In the event of a rollback, a non-failed process is restored in its
maximum commitable state.
Proof When a RESTART message is received by a non-failed process, orphan
determinants are searched in the dependency list. In this set of orphan
determinants, the determinant associated with the oldest state interval is
selected. So the new estimated maximum commitable state is simin − 1,
INRIA
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i.e. the first non-orphan state interval. When the dependency list becomes
empty, it means that the estimated maximum commitable state interval does
not depend anymore on non stable state intervals. We can conclude that it
is the maximum commitable state interval of the process.
4.4 Negotiation Between the Failed Processes
On call to find maximum consistent global state()
while the maximum consistent global state has not been found do
Wait until newCGSi is complete
if newCGSi 6= oldCGSi then // Start an new round
Send TRY(pi,newCGSi[pi]) to every pj ∈ FPi
oldCGSi ← newCGSi
newCGSi[pj ]← ⊥ for all pj ∈ FPi
else // The maximum consistent global state has been found
Rollback pi to newCGSi[pi]
Upon reception of TRY (pj , sij) do
if newCGSi[pj ] = ⊥ then
handle rollback(pj ,sij)
else
Deliver this message later
Upon reception of RESTART (pj , sij) do
FPi ← FPi ∪ pj
handle rollback(pj ,sij)
Upon reception of COMMIT (pj , sij) do
handle rollback(pj ,sij)
On call to handle rollback(pj ,sij)
newCGSi[pj ]← sij
Remove from Logi all det such that (det.src = pj ∧ det.si > sij)
newCGSi[pi]← ‖Logi‖
Figure 7: Finding the maximum consistent global state
To find the maximum consistent global state of the application, O2P uses
the algorithm presented in Figure 7. This algorithm is inspired from one
proposed by Sistla and Welch [10].
We use two n-vectors oldCGSi and newCGSi. newCGSi[pj] is the current
estimated maximum commitable interval of pj known by pi. The algorithm
works in pseudo-rounds. A round finishes when newCGSi is complete. We
don’t need to use numbers to identify the rounds. Since channels are FIFO
and reliable, we only need to ensure that each process delivers one message
from every other processes in a round. The function handle rollback() is
used to remove orphan determinants from the list of messages to replay. For
a failed process pi, the first round finishes when it has received a message
from every other process. It receives a RESTART message from all the other
RR n
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failed processes and a COMMIT message from the non-failed processes. The
non-failed processes are not included in the next rounds.
Lemme 3 At the end of the first round, the maximum commitable state
interval of at least one failed process is known.
Proof Let A = {sc1, sc2, ..., scr} be the set of maximum commitable state
intervals for the failed processes. There is at least one scx in A that does not
causally depends on any other sc in A since the Lamport’s happen-before
relation is a partial order on the set of state intervals in the system. Let
sc1 be this state interval. sc1 only depends on maximum commitable state
intervals of non-failed processes. We deduce from Lemme 1 and Lemme 2
that sc1 is found at the end of the first round.
In a round, a failed process first sends its new estimated maximum com-
mitable state in a TRY message to the other failed processes. Then it eval-
uates its new estimated commitable state interval according to the messages
sent by the other failed processes.
Lemme 4 In each round, at least one new maximum commitable state in-
terval is known.
Proof We follow the same reasoning as before. Let B be the set of maxi-
mum state intervals not found at the beginning of round k. There is at least
one commitable state interval scy in B that does not depend on any other
state interval in B. So scy is found at the end of round k.
Lemme 5 The set of maximum commitable states form the maximum con-
sistent global state.
Proof By definition a consistent global state is a state without orphan
process. So the set of maximum commitable states is a consistent global
state. We conclude easily that it is the maximum consistent global state.
Proof of Theorem 1 Consider r concurrent failures. We deduce from
Lemme 1 and Lemme 2 that at the end of the stabilization phase, the non-
failed processes are rolled-back to their maximum commitable state intervals.
We can conclude from Lemme 3 and Lemme 4 that the maximum commitable
state interval of the failed processes is found in at most r rounds. It follows
directly from Lemme 5, that O2P restores the application in its maximum
consistent global state.
INRIA
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5 Additional Remarks
Some aspects of the protocol have not been addressed in the previous sections.
They are briefly explained in this section.
5.1 Size of the Dependency Lists
We can imagine bad scenarii where communications between processes are so
frequent that the acknowledgments of logging never arrive before next mes-
sage sending. In this case, the dependency list of the processes would grow
and the amount of data piggybacked on each message too. We could reach a
state where dependency lists would be bigger than dependency vectors. To
solve this problem, a solution can be to fix the maximum size of the depen-
dency lists. If a process has a too big dependency list, its message sending
is blocked until the size of its dependency list decreases.
5.2 Checkpointing
Combining message logging and checkpointing is very attractive since check-
points don’t need to be coordinated. Thus, problems of concurrent access to
stable storage to write checkpoints are avoided. Checkpointing can also be
seen as a way to limit the size of the logs since only the logs corresponding
to messages delivered since the last checkpoint need to be stored. The only
constraint is that to be valid a checkpoint must be done on a commitable
state interval.
5.3 Fast Output Commit
The problem when sending message to the outside world is that the outside
world cannot rollback. So before sending a message to the outside world,
the application must be sure that it will never be rolled-back, i.e. the state
interval of sending is commitable. Due to the use of dependency lists and of
the forwarding of acknowledgments of stable determinants, a process knows
as soon as possible when one of its state intervals becomes commitable. So
messages sent to the outside world can be sent as soon as possible.
5.4 Detecting Duplicated Messages
When a process replays its execution after a failure, it sends messages that
it has already sent before the failure. The receiver of the message may have
already delivered it or may have lost it, if it has failed to. We need to be
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sure that a process does not deliver the same message twice. Without FIFO
channels, it would be very difficult to solve this problem because it would
be impossible to differentiate a delayed message from a duplicated message
without keeping a log of all the messages received by the process. With FIFO
channels, a process only has to keep the ssn of the last message it has delivers
from each process of the application. If it receives a message with a lower
ssn than the one kept for the sender, it’s a duplicated message.
6 Related Work
Strom and Yemini [12] were the first to present optimistic message logging.
Their protocol uses dependency vectors piggybacked on each application mes-
sage to keep up to date causal dependencies between processes. This depen-
dency vectors have to be logged with the messages on stable storage. The
main problem of this protocol is that a single failure can make another pro-
cess rollback an exponential number of times. Sistla and Welch [10] presented
a quite similar protocol but that do not suffer from the exponential rollback
problem. In [10], they prove that there is a unique maximal consistent global
state that can be recovered from stable storage. Peterson and Kearns [9] were
the first to use vector clocks to qualify dependencies between state intervals.
Vectors of size n are piggybacked on each message and saved on stable stor-
age. But this first protocol only tolerates one fault. Other protocols improve
the use of vector clocks to tolerate n faults by distinguishing user level time
and system time [11] or by introducing fault tolerant vector clocks [4]. The
amount of data piggybacked by these protocols on each message depends on
the number of processes in the application.
Johnson and Zwaenepoel [7] manage to deal with multiple faults with
piggybacking only state interval of sending of each message. But they use a
centralized recovery algorithm which needs to be made fault tolerant. Sistla
and Welch [10] also presented a protocol, from which is inspired our recovery
protocol, that uses only direct dependencies and tolerates a single failure.
7 Conclusion
In this paper we have presented O2P, an extremely optimistic message log-
ging protocol that tolerate an arbitrary number of concurrent failures. Ex-
tremely optimistic means that it applies the assumption made in pessimistic
protocols to an optimistic protocol. The benefit is that the amount of data
piggybacked on each message by the protocol do not depends on the number
INRIA
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of processes in the application. Thus the protocol is well adapted to large
scale applications. When the extremely optimistic assumption is valid, there
is nothing to piggyback on the messages. Since it’s an optimistic protocol, it
induces no overhead on failure free execution.
Using sender-based message logging, O2P limits as much as possible the
size of the data needing to be saved on stable storage. Furthermore it ensures
fast output commit due to its way of tracking commitable state intervals.
O2P has only been tested through simulations, but it would be interesting
to test it in a real implementation to measure the benefits of using it according
to the characteristics of the applications and of the infrastructure.
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